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last vowel broad in the second Person singular, impeiauve Mood. 7 hey terminate their first Persons
singular, indicative Mood, in am, in the present Tense; in df, in the past Tense; and in pd6, in the
future Tense. The infinitive Mood, and active Participles have a broad termination. Verbs of the
second Conjugation have their last vowels slender, in the second Person singular, imperative Mood.
In the indicative Mood, they terminate their first Persons, present Tense, ia im; past Tense in iy; and
future Tense in eb. They have a slender termination in the infinitive Mood, and active Participles.
Verbs beginning with consonants capable of aspiration, or eclipsis, are variously influenced in their
different Moods and Tenses. The initials of Verbs active never suffer any alteration in any of the
Persons in the imperative, either in commanding or forbidding; as, meall, deceive j )d...
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Just no terms to describe. This is for those who statte that there was not a worth studying. I am just easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
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I just started out reading this pdf. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger publish this publication.
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